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Abstract:  

IP traceback is used to find network traffic attack. Origin of IP packet is not authenticated. So source of  IP  

address is not trusted. A time limited token based authentication framework for authenticating traceback 

service queries is implemented. The design objective of the framework is preventing the illegal users for 

accessing traceback information.Thus to prevent network traffic attack 
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I. Introduction 

Internet contains huge collection of data. If your data 

does not provide appropriate control and security 

measures, it may be subjected to an attack. The most 

common type of network attack is denial of service 

attack. In this an attacker is trying to access illegal 

use of the service. The opponents are attacking 

networks by flooding and the computers with lots of 

traffic from one or more computers in the control of 

the attackers. Main difference between   denial of 

service and distributed denial of service attack is, 

usually the denial of service attack uses only 

computer and one internet connection to bring a 

network or service by flooding with large amounts 

of traffic. As in the case of distributed denial of 

service attack, the attackers use multiple computers 

and internet connection for network traffic.  

    Reactive mechanism and proactive mechanism are 

preventive measures for distributed denial of service 

attacks. Logging, messaging and packet marking are 

proactive mechanisms. IP traceback is an example 

for reactive mechanism. The method that finds 

source and path of packets is known as IP traceback. 

The attackers are spoofed with hidden IP address. 

These traceback schemes are used in intra and inter 

autonomous system. Cloud based IP traceback 

simplify the traceback procedure. The main aim of 

the proposed system reducing the unauthorized users 

for accessing traceback data.   

II. Literature Survey 

There are number of IP traceback approaches. These 

approaches are using different methods. IP spoofing 

attacks are critical issues to the internet.  All of them 

have advantages and disadvantages. IP traceback is 

to find attack source when the source address is 

false. The existing traceback techniques do not 

provide satisfactory properties for traceback 

deployment.  

 

 

 
 

   Figure 1: Architecture overview of cloud-based 

traceback. 

 

Firstly analyze the probabilistic packet marking 

algorithm. The proposed approach is to solve the 
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problem of IP traceback. In this concept is to mark 

packets in the router with certain probability. It 

contains three fields such as start field, end field and 

distance field. These fields constitute the 16-bit 

identification field. This identification field is used  

for packet marking. Victim uses the marked packet 

for further investigation. The advantage of this 

approach is less overhead. High probability over 

leftover packets is the drawback of probabilistic 

packet marking algorithm [1]. 

    On deterministic packet marking, it addresses the 

drawback of packet marking algorithm. At ingress 

filtering marking is done all packets. The marking 

field has two fields such as ID field and Reserve flag 

field. When the victim gets the information of these 

two fields the victim can reconstruct the IP address. 

Whenever the packet enters the network, marking 

procedure is takes place. Deterministic packet 

marking is scalable and simple to implement. This 

scheme is false positive and also whenever the 

source address is spoofed it fails [2]. 

     Dynamic probabilistic packet marking scheme is 

a new marking scheme. In probabilistic packet 

marking scheme uses certain probability. But in the 

case of dynamic probabilistic packet marking 

scheme it replaces the probability of marked packets. 

As a result it addresses the problem of leftover 

packets. In this scheme the victim can identify the 

true source of the attacker and also it contains no 

unmarked packets. Less number of attack packets 

required for IP and efficient for distributed denial of 

attacks is the advantages of this scheme. The 

difficulty of this scheme is marking generated by 

dynamic probabilistic packet marking is more than 

probabilistic packet marking and also high overhead 

of routers closest to source [3]. 

 

      Flexible deterministic packet marking is an IP 

traceback system used for find the true source of 

attacks. According to the requirement, the marking 

field length is changed in flexible deterministic 

packet marking. The marking field length is adjusted 

because it is flexible and there by the rate of marking 

is varied according to traffic in the router. Large 

number of true sources with less false positive in 

packets and low resource requirement on   routers. 

When compared with probabilistic packet marking 

flexible deterministic packet marking requires lesser 

configuration [4]. 

Light weight source authentication and path 

validation, in this concept introducing two secure 

protocols. This protocol is used for dynamically 

recreatable key set up, source authentication and 

path validation. The dynamically recreatable keys 

are recreatable and efficient. Source authentication 

and path validation is provided by origin and path 

trace protocol. It is scalable, lightweight secure 

protocol. The retroactive key set up process, the 

router cannot know advance paths and it is for 

preventing coward attacks [5]. 

Advanced and authentication packet marking 

techniques is for IP traceback. Path reconstruction is 

efficient and more accurate in advanced marking 

scheme. Authentication packet marking scheme 

provides authentication of marking. These schemes 

allow the victim to find the origin of spoofed IP 

packets. The main advantage of this scheme is, it is 

efficient against spurious markings. The limitations 

is, it have to perform additional functionality so the 

router is slow down. Also router requires private key 

for victim and router [6]. 

       Scalable packet digesting schemes for IP 

traceback approach investigated two ways of 

aggregating the packets. The packet aggregation is to 

extend time of traceback query length. Packet 

aggregation consists of two parts, namely flow and 

source-destination set. These two parts provide 

lower memory requirements. Aggregated IP 

traceback schemes generate attack graphs. But the 

attack graph does not contain individual packet 

traceback information. An individual packet 

traceback approach contains logging of packet 

digests is necessary [7]. 

     Hash based IP traceback system generates audit 

trails within the network. Each router stores the hash 

of the invariants. It is a 32-bit digest. Bloom filter is 

a space efficient data structure that store hash 

digests. To enable IP traceback, source path isolation 

engine is developed. It consists of three components 

such as Data Generation Agents, Source Path 

Isolation Engine Collection and Reducing Agent and 

Source Path Isolation Engine Traceback Manager. 

This traceback system can handle fragmentation and 

perform single packet traceback. The drawback of 

the system is, it requires high internet service 

provider’s involvement [8].  

    A novel hybrid traceback scheme integrates 

packet logging and marking. The router has an 

interface number. Packet is marked by interface 

number. Path reconstruction, false positive and 

negative rates in this scheme is more efficient. This 

scheme provide fixed storage requirement. Using 

this hybrid scheme, filter malicious traffic is 

identified. Marking field is marked in the hash table 

and table index is stored on the packet. The 

difficulty of the scheme is, if router is subverted then 

it gives false result [9]. 
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    Based on entropy variations, a novel traceback 

method is proposed. The entropy variation is in 

between normal and distributed denial of attack 

traffic. At given interval of time entropy variation 

determines the disordered flows. It works as 

independent software component. When the victim 

identifies an attack then the pushback tracing 

procedure. The advantage of this approach is, it is 

fast in large scale network attack. And also it is easy 

to implement [10]. 

    Existing IP traceback techniques having number 

of limitations. The major problem of IP traceback is 

leaking network topology information. This will 

leads to economic inefficiency and technical 

shortcomings. Existing systems insufficient for 

providing security and practical alignment. In order 

to avoid the limitations of existing system cloud 

based authentication framework is proposed. 

     The new technique consists of traceback 

architecture. It contains of three layers, the central 

traceback coordinator layer, autonomous system 

level server layer and router layer. The main part of 

the system is central traceback coordinator. In the 

cloud based authentication framework, user gets a 

token that have a specific time for accessing 

traceback service. The proposed system ensures the 

user requesting traceback information is valid or not. 

The advantage of cloud based traceback is, it is 

incrementally deployable and reducing traffic flow 

attack [11]. 

 

III. Conclusion 

One of the most popular techniques in identifying 

the attack source is the cloud based IP traceback 

mechanism. The cloud based IP traceback is an 

enhanced user authentication framework which 

make sure that the entity requesting for the traceback 

procedure is a real recipient of packets to be traced. 

The aim of the framework is to check illegal users 

from requesting trace back information. Such cloud 

based traceback simplifies the traceback processing 

and makes traceback service more accessible.  
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